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IMPROVISATION

THE CREATIVE STATE

THE METHOD

CRITICISH 0?? LESSON B! A

STUDENT

Stenialuveky

[MFROVISATION I

no will take a simple improvisation and will take

different grounde end will change one after another as quickly

(in possible. The ecene ie a smell provincial term in which

this family liven. There cameo into this dull previneial

town a. regiment. and came of the young officers visit thin

family. It in a. Sunday morning. the sun Bhinee and in e.

murveleuel‘v happy need and the ntmeeyhere all the member of

the fenily are waiting to greet the officern. Everyone in

happy. Then gradually the sound er a thunderetere comm

nearer and nearer. In the early morning a boy of fourteen

went for a well: and hes not yet come buck. and this disturbs

the members of the family whose only idea new becomee. "where

in the boy?"

The atmosphere changes an the thunder stern gets

nearer and we nee that something dietrube the family. el-

theugh they do not say anything about it to their guests.

Finally one of the members of the ”fully goes out to find

the boy. and at the end of the improvisation the pereen

appears at the deer and fella in a. faint before he can say

anything.
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The members of the family are: INrd, Jeanne. fiery

Lee. Mary L2. and noodles. and the officers are Peter. Blair.

Hone. John, San. Paul. and Alan. All the members of the

family are very friendly with each other. but there 10.3 very

strange old family nurse who is very obstinate. and who has

In very strange character. She in very excitable and wants

to be the first person to be considered. She tries to show

off. conscielly on occasions when it is not necessary.

The task is aidiffioult one. If I tell you that

the basis for the improvisation is to be characters. then

you must find at once something and not the character with

full feeling of truth. I: I tell you that it is objective,

then at once you must be quite conscious as to what kind of

objective you can take. The scene is quite naturalistic.

in the style of Chekhov or Ibsen.

From the point of view of being able to take all

the suggestions it was not good. but perhaps the young stu-

dents do not know some of the things such no significance.

center of interest etc.. but it was not yet skillfull enough.

This attempt has perhaps helped you. but it use not whet we

think or as the real ability to juggle these basic things

inside you. This exercise must be repeated many times and

through this tremendous effoxtyou will finally got the ability

to manage inside you the whole psychology - otherwise the whole

Method is as nothing.

Some basis or grounds which you may take are:
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contact, radiation. feeling of 03:10, fooling of form. center

of interest. significance. 'otmoophoro. objective, churaetoml

group fooling. fooling or bounty. psychological gonturo,

radiation, style, fooling of the whole. Repeat the oceno,

finish it on your cm, and then leave the otago.

The creative otote lo what we are aiming at. Tho

whole Method. each point of it, has been taken from tho Work

of great artiste. Can you imagine o grout artiot. a great

pianist. without radiation? Stanialovoky said that his method

was nothing more than picking things from other great orticto.

analyzing the work of great artists and taking those. pointo.

I have done nothing other than to elaborate it further. I;

have added nothing: I have only tokm those points which 0:151;

in ovory form of grout on.

What are no doing day oftor deer with our two plays?

Are we really going to bo able to show thorn? If on no simply

have to get all those points with all our will. with all our

concentration. We have to knot! the whole Hathod with our whole

being. It in essential. otherwise I fool that we are ground-

looo - drowning. I feel I have no right to be here because

I have not fulfilled my promise. Stop and ask yourself whore

in the objective? Imagine a group of workers in a. wire rope

factory: the hot metal streams through and they moot notch it

and turn it. They moot know their business, and yet it ooons

to us that we don't need to imow ours. This is not rightr.
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nonhuvo a definite method and we muot havo a. definite group

of it.

CE ITICISLI OF A LESSON 0:; ATEJOSPHEP-E GIVEN BY A STUDENT (Veronica):

l. 'lhe ioooon woo too intellectual: in giving a

looson- you must ho ooncornod with the question an to whether

the otudonto follow you. In this inotaooo Veronica gave

her ido‘ao quite cool and cold. ATho ability to glue 0. lagoon

. in our sense moano‘that you :1th opon your heart to them rather

than to oequiro them to follow you. mover uoo tho wordo.

boliovo 1.}: it. We have other memo. It 10 mpoooiblo to

believe when you are told to. You must approach it from

other points; from tho point of m. You can _d_n‘ something.

but you cannot fool something or believe something by being

ordered to do so. F-‘o have meant) which will lead us to come-

thing which we can .d_o.

2. You have spoken about things which the New

Students oarmot understand - for ozamplo. you spoke of the

soul of the play. Why in it called the soul of the play?

In what sonoo? If you we going to ozoloro atmosphere as the

Soul of tho play or tho performance, than you must explain

that tho spirit of tho performance is tho lino of motion,

the theme. and the body of tho porformonoo in what no one and

hear. but we must not start with thin; This is too much for

the new Students.

3. You hovo confound two things. You mention
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' imagination but you have not defined what we must do with

it; Yau have a good imagination. and if you will imagine that

you; fltudontu are always new once then it will give you a

Special approach. It is not good to dupposo that they know

'something, ,iou have not explained to than the important thing

whioh'ié how to manage the atmosyheré.‘ You asked the: to

take the atmosphere tram the landscape and than to produce

it. But we havo a special technique - if you have to imagine

the atmosPhero you must imagine that it filln the room and

than you must absorb it. The who;o'procoaa is_bascd on the

Hill. not on tho fooling or holler, (When 1 hhvo imagined

the atmosphere I must ubnd it out. You must be clear abouth'

the subject. and clearer about the nuhcesuion. It was too

quick; it could not hgvo boon undorutood, lot alone done.

The teacher must have an open heart.


